TURNCONNECT T101
Get the battery life you deserve, with the
performance you need!

ALWAYS ON, ALWAYS CONNECTED
Being connected to the world is key within the modern education landscape.
Based on the SnapdragonTM 7c compute platform , enables learners to
connect to the Internet via cellular network without requiring a wi-ﬁ connection.
MULTI-DAY BATTERY LIFE
No need to worry about running out of battery. With a battery life that lasts for
days, students can focus on the important tasks they have on hands.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)
TURN CONNECT T101 enables AI to oﬀer new experiences with Vision AI,
Voice UI and ASR/NLP, as well as real time speech/ language translation for
assisted learning and augmented reality learning experiences.

Forwarding the
learning experience
TURN CONNECT T101, a 360º convertible, is a beautifully thin and
light laptop that oﬀer multi-day battery life and LTE cellular
connectivity. Delivering an always on, always connected superior
PC experience that brings innovation and experience. An advanced
processor with an eﬃcient technology that has been putting in
smart phones for years, brought into this PC.
Meeting all the requirements of a Classmate PC®, it includes a
world facing camera to promote a more engaging and collaborative
experience in the classroom, a handle for safe and easy carry, and
a fanless design that enables a quiet study environment.

STYLISH AND RUGGED
Was built with rugged features to oﬀer more protection, avoiding frequent
repairs and long downtime due to device failure while extending the
products life.
FANLESS DESIGN
TURN CONNECT T101 does not require heavy thermal solutions like fans,
providing a much quieter learning environment.
DROP AND WATER RESISTANT
Resistant to drops up to 100cm (MIL-STD-810G) and resistant to liquid pills
up to 330cc (keyboard and touchpad).
4K HDMI SUPPORTED
Keep a clear image with up to 4K HDR resolution on external screens
through HDMI. The stunning graphics and viewing quality keep students
engaged in the learning experience.
WIN 32 APPLICATIONS
All Microsoft Store applications run optimally on TURN CONNECT.

Most Innovative Product Award
from Microsoft's DPS group in the year 2020

Always
Connected
TURN CONNECT T101, features the SnapdragonTM 7c
compute platform to deliver a thinner, lighter, and quieter
PC with up to 20% faster system performance than
competitive platforms.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
OS Windows 10 | Windows 11 | CPU Qualcomm® SnapdragonTM 7c SC1180 Wi-ﬁ // Qualcomm® SnapdragonTM 7c SC1180 LTE | Memory 4GB LPDDR4 // 8 GB LPDDR4
| Storage 64GB eMMC // 128GB eMMC | Display 11.6” IPS HD 1366x768, Anti-Glare multi-touch | I/O 1x 3.0 Type-C, 1x USB 2.0 Type-A, 1x HDMI, 1x Micro-SD Card
Slot, 1x Combo Audio Jack (Audio + Mic), 1x RJ45; 1x SIM Card Slot | Speaker & Mic 2x 1.2W speakers, 2x digital microphone (Support Windows 10 Cortana) | Sensors
G-sensor; Gyroscope; Light sensor; GPS; e-Compass | Security Kensington Lock | Connectivity Wiﬁ 802.11 ac 2x2, BT 5.0; LTE (EE) (Optional) | Camera Rotatable 2MP
| Battery 7.6V 4000mAh, 30W // 7.6V 5000mAh, 37W | Ruggedness MIL-STD-810G up to 100cm; IP52 | Weight 1.44 Kg | Dimensions 305.8 x 225 x 22.8mm |
Accessories Microlens (Optional) and Active Stylus (Optional).
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